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COOL VINTAGE PLACES AND RETRO FUN!

South Street Diner, Boston MA “You Can Go Home Again”

Mad Betty to Speak at PR Statewide Conference on Heritage

Dick’s Hamburgers Spokane WA “Buy The Bagful”

Hip Motel Redo in Historic Downtown – Ruby Hotel Spokane WA

Frank’s Diner Spokane WA –

vintage travel ideas

Vintage Motels, Historic Hotels, Cabin Courts is more. If you want to travel back in time – places you’ll love!

BECOME A RETRO ROADMAPPER:

Are You Retro? Get Your Free Sticker!

WATCH RETRO ROADMAP TV!

Episode 8: Wild Wildwood NJ!
Retro Roadmap Video Series!

Spreading the word about authentic vintage places and people who own them, to help keep America unique & interesting!

Add link

Created by
Beth Lennon aka Mod Betty
Retro Roadmap

206 backers pledged $8,850 to help bring this project to life.
About this project

Retro Roadmap Video Series

$8,850 pledged of $6,000 goal

Rewards

$10 reward

36 backers

A groovy Retro Roadmap oval vinyl sticker | Plus a special advance sneak preview link to all of the videos

Estimated delivery: May 2014
Ships anywhere in the world

Backer report
Survey sent: 4/28/2014 · 30 responses

$25 reward

62 backers

A hand picked vintage postcard personalized to you by Mod Betty | Retro Roadmap oval vinyl sticker | Advance sneak preview link to all of the videos
Retro Roadmap Video Series
by Beth Lencz

Retro Roadmap
Cool Vintage Places and Retro Fun!

42 backers
$1,838 pledged of $6,000 goal
25 days to go

Spreading the word about authentic vintage places and people who own them, to help keep America unique & interesting!

Do you want the Americas roadtrip to look like a long chain of generic box stores from coast to coast? Well, I don't - and I would love your support so we can do something about it!
THANK YOU for your support of the Retro Roadmap Video Kickstarter - Goal has been met!
Now MORE videos highlighting cool vintage places get to be made!
Welcome, Retro Roadmappers!

**SCHEDULE A NEW MEETUP**

**Upcoming 1 | Past | Calendar**

**June 13 • 11:00 AM**

**Eat at an Authentic 5 & 10 Lunch Counter - then SHOP!**

Sine’s 5&10 in Quakertown PA is one of Mod Betty’s favorite places around, and I bet you’ll dig it too! Family owned and operated for over 100 years, not only do they... [LEARN MORE]

**May 9 • 11:00 AM**

**Shop for Vintage Stuff & Visit Mod Betty’s 1964 Camper at a Whole Lot of Lulu!**

Do you like shopping for cool vintage "stuff" without the hassle of driving from one shop to another? Want to meet other folks who dig cool old stuff? My pals at Lulu... [LEARN MORE]
Cool Vintage Places & Retro Fun!
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facebook.com/RetroRoadmap